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MoH to host nine
int’l consultants
this month
KUWAIT: The Ministry of Health (MoH) announced
yesterday that nine consultants from international
medical centers will visit Kuwait this January to con-
duct medical operations and provide consultations at a
number of the ministry’s centers. In a statement, the
ministry said the consultants will be specialized in
heart surgery, chest surgery, oncology, colorectal sur-
gery, reconstructive surgery, liver, pancreas, knee and
pelvic surgery as well as specialties of orthopedics,
otorhinolaryngology and gynecology.

The statement added that the visiting consultants
will provide a summary of their experiences and work
through medical consultations and participation in
continuing medical education programs, in addition to
a case study and specialized surgery at the Kuwait
Cancer Center, Al-Babtain Center for Burns, Sabah Al-
Ahmad Heart Center, Farwaniya Hospital, Al-Adan
Hospital and Ar Razi Hospital.

The statement noted that hosting the consultants
also comes to exchange health care protocols, imple-
ment international standards from different disci-
plines, exchange experiences with colleagues in the
public and specialized hospitals to benefit patients,
and help improve the quality of health care and tech-
nical performance. The ministry confirmed that its
specialized agencies have made al l  necessary
arrangements to ensure the success of this activity for
the visiting consultants. — KUNA

Campers urged to check location
physically before online reservation

Over 1,000 warning letters given to illegal camps
By Nawara Fattahova

KUWAIT: Due to the heavy rains and floods, the camping
season was postponed this year. Instead of licensing the
camps from the beginning of November, registration for
licenses only opened on Jan 1, 2019 by Kuwait
Municipality. But many people did not wait to get the
licenses and pitched their camps in the desert. Some of
those tents were removed by municipal inspectors, while
others still remain. This is because various factors were
taken into consideration, such as the location of the camp
or violations by the campers. According to the
Municipality, over 1,000 warning letters were given to the
illegal camps.

Until yesterday, 101 licenses had been issued, which
include 98 for individuals and three for institutions. The
registration is completely electronic on the Municipality’s
website www.baladia.gov.kw, where the applicant can pay
the deposit and fees. The applicant can choose the loca-
tion depending on availability. 

Fahd Shteel, assistant undersecretary and head of the
camping committee, advised people to check the location
before registering it on the website. “The website shows
the areas where camping is permitted and the availability
of each location. If a location is reserved by an applicant
through the website, it shows it is occupied. But there may
be illegal campers on that location, which won’t show in
the system, as they are not licensed. So I advise applicants
to avoid conflicts and check the location physically before
making the reservation online. The best way is to register

while at the location,” he told Kuwait Times.
According to him, the Municipality will always try to

resolve any problem amicably. “We have not faced any
such cases yet, but if they occur, we will try to solve it
friendlily. If we are not able to do so, we will ask the squat-
ting camper to issue a license and compensate the person
who reserved it with an alternative location. This is one of
the conditions for issuing the license - that the location is
vacant,” explained Shteel. The camping license is available
for both citizens and expats and the conditions are listed
on the official website of the Municipality. 

Municipal inspectors have razed all illegal camps that
were pitched outside the permitted space for camping set
by the Municipality. “Regarding illegal camps inside the
allowed area, we only removed violating camps that either
had environmental violations such as building permanent
utilities fixed with cement to the land or harming the envi-
ronment through other violations,” said Awad Abulkhair
from the coordination department at the Municipality. “In
addition, we also removed other camps with immoral vio-
lations or other environmental violations. We did not
remove family camps that have not committed any viola-
tion, but we reminded them to apply for a license for their
existing camp.”

He also highlighted the centers serving campers in all
the camping areas. “We have three complete security cen-
ters in three locations - Salmy, Kabd and the entrance of
Rahal in the south of Kuwait. These centers are equipped
with ambulances, firefighting vehicles and police patrols,”
he added.

KUWAIT: This file photo shows tents set up at a camping site in Kuwait’s desert. — Photo by Joseph Shagra
Fahad Al-Ibrahim

Passengers
arrested
with drugs
By Hanan Al-Saadoun 

KUWAIT: Custom inspectors at Kuwait International
Airport’s Terminal 4 (T4) arrested an arriving passenger
with possession of 160 illicit pills and seven pieces of
hashish hidden in his luggage, said security sources. A
case was filed and the suspect was referred to relevant
authorities. The sources added that another passenger was
also arrested with possession of a piece of hashish and six
illicit drug capsules. 


